RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
st Race The Capachino Plate Div - I
Cl-3y, Maiden

1

1200 Mts.

CHUCKIT
Hy19-20 - 2212⁄19824 Jockey was cautioned to be more vigorous in his efforts in the initial stages of
the race to be well up with the field & Jockey was severely reprimanded for shifting out under use of whip in the final 200 mtrs.
DUE DILIGENCE
Hy19-20 - 3012⁄191034 Jockey reported that his mount ran green for greater part of the race.

2nd Race The Meghalaya Plate Div - II

Cl-III, 40-65, 5 year olds and upward

1600 Mts.

1612⁄19778

DESTINED DYNAMITE
Hy19-20 Jockey reported that his mount was outpaced due to fast initial pace and in the
straight when asked for an effort, his mount did not show any turn of foot and dropped back from about 300 mtrs . 51⁄201116 Jockey
reported that his mount was hanging in, in the straight more so under pressure.
ON MY WAY
HyM19 - 1410⁄191792 jumped out slowly losing about 2 or 3 lengths. Hy19-20 - 2511⁄19(40) Jockey
was fined for excessive use of the whip. 51⁄201113 jumped out slowly losing about 1 or 2 lengths. 191⁄2013312 slow into stride losing
about 2 or 3 lengths.
BAYRD
HyM19 - 1610⁄191849 bumped at about the 400 mtrs & Jockey reported that his mount was trying to
run throughout the race inspite of his best efforts. Hy19-20 - 812⁄19(61) met interference 50 mtrs after the start.
N R I HEIGHTS
Hy19-20 - 3012⁄191073 met interference at about 1000 metres.
SOMERSET
Hy19-20 - 912⁄19699 was slow into stride losing about 1 or 2 lengths. 2912⁄191007 Jockey reported that
as his mount jumped out slowly losing about a length.
GOLDEN HOPE
HyM19 - 810⁄191700 was observed to be suffering from colic, as such the gelding has been permitted
to be withdrawn on Veterinary grounds.

3rd Race The Capachino Plate Div - II

Cl-3y, Maiden

1200 Mts.

LIGHTNING PEARL
Hy19-20 - 2212⁄19825 Jockey was cautioned for shifting in soon after the start in the process crowding
the runners drawn on his inside.
AINTREE
Hy19-20 - 311⁄1922 Jockey was severely reprimanded for failing to maintain a straight course in the
final stages of the race and lost its right hind shoe during the running of the race.
BEAUTY ON PARADE
Hy19-20 - 51⁄201099 Jockey reported that his mount held the bit on one side in the initial stages of the
race and was trying to run out from about the 800 mtrs.
ICE BERRY
Hy19-20 - 61⁄201156 met interference soon after the start and bumped immediately after the start.

4th Race The Eturnagaram Plate Div - I
GLADSTONE

Cl-IV, 20-45, 5 year olds and upward,
‘(NO WHIP RACE)

1200 Mts.

2312⁄19935

Hy19-20 met interference soon after the start.
GORGEOUS LADY
Hy19-20 - 112⁄19497 Jockey reported that his mount ducked out while negotiating the final bend.
812⁄19604 Jockey was cautioned to be more vigorous in his efforts to be well up with the field in the initial stages of the race. 131⁄2012712 sharp
molars on both sides.
TAKISHA
HyM19 - 2110⁄191910 App was kicked at the starting gates resulting him getting injured, as such the
gelding has been permitted to be withdrawn. Hy19-20 - 1011⁄191311 took a fly jump and lost about 1 or 2 lengths.
STORY TELLER
Hy19-20 - 912⁄19(68) was hanging in, in the final stages of the race inspite of App’s efforts. 61⁄201188
App reported that his mount took a fly jump, because of which he lost control over his mount and shifted out resulting in losing considerable
ground, was trotting lame on left fore.
BLAZING SPEED
Hy19-20 - 1711⁄19203 Jockey reported that his mount shied and dropped back immediately after the
start, because of which he could not position his mount well up with the field in the initial stages of the race. 2212⁄19(83) met interference
soon after the start.
SMARTY
HyM19 - 2710⁄191969 met interference at about the 900 mtrs. Hy19-20 - 3012⁄191080 was observed to
be trotting lame on left hind due to back sprain, as such the filly has been permitted to be withdrawn on Veterinary grounds.
CURCUMIN
Hy18-19 - 102⁄1918311 App reported that his mount jumped out slowly losing about 1 or 2 lengths.
0
7
HyM19 - 18 ⁄198 reared up as the start was effected, due to which Jockey got unbalanced on the mount and was unseated and thereafter
ran the course riderless. 29⁄19960 reared up and fell inside the gates, as such the colt has been permitted to be withdrawn & colt sustained
bleeding cut injury over right hind.
FARMVILLE
HyM19 - 229⁄191330 was observed to have painful swelling over left hind, as such the filly has been
permitted to be withdrawn on Veterinary grounds. 2110⁄191943 jumped out slowly losing about 3 or 4 lengths & Jockey was fined for
tender handling of his mount in the initial stages of the race. Hy19-20 - 912⁄19695 jumped out slowly losing about 3 or 4 lengths.
SATIN SYMPHONY
Hy19-20 - 271⁄2014311 met interference about the 800 mtrs.

5th Race The Meghalaya Plate Div - I

Cl-III, 40-65, 5 year olds and upward

1610⁄191822
2

1600 Mts.
3012⁄191075

DANDY MAN
HyM19 met interference at about the 1200 mtrs. Hy19-20 severe
interference approaching 200 metres. 51⁄20111 jumped out slowly losing about 1 or 2 lengths.
STARIDAR
Hy18-19 - 1811⁄18(14) Jockey was severely reprimanded for dropping his hands much before passing
the winning post. 1712⁄18714 Jockey reported that his mount jumped out awkwardly losing about 1 or 2 lengths, as such he could position
his mount to be well up with the field in the initial stages of the race. HyM19 - 2710⁄1920011 Subsequent endoscopic examination revealed
as bleeder (Grade III).

LOCKHART
Hy19-20 - 2411⁄19330 ) reared up and dropped the rider and finished the course riderless As such was
permitted to be withdrawn.
ULYSSES
Hy18-19 - 3112⁄181082 Jockey reported that he was blocked of an opening until about the 600 mts as
such he could not make his move until entering into straight. 271⁄191614 met interference at about the 100 mtrs.
DUNKIRK
HyM19 - 710⁄191629 met interference at about the 1000 mtrs & revealed sharp molaras on both sides.
THE SPECIAL ONE
HyM19 - 309⁄191468 Jockey reported that his mount ran erratic throughout the race & , revealed sharp
molars on both Endoscopic examination revealed presence of mucous in trachea. Hy19-20 - 1011⁄19115 App was cautioned for travelling
wide from about 1400 mtrs and also in the straight for no apparent reason. 212⁄19507 Jockey was fined for failing to ride out his mount
to complete advantage throughout the race. 2212⁄19858 met interference at about the 1100 mtrs & the gelding was trotting sound was
having sharp molars on both sides.
PLATINUM CLAASZ
Hy19-20 - 1711⁄19239 App reported that his mount did not keep up with the pace throughout the race
inspite of his best efforts noted.

6th Race The Telangana Race Horse Owners Association Trophy

Cl-I, 75 and above 1200 Mts.

23⁄192299

TITUS

Hy18-19 lost its left fore shoe during the race.
HIGHLY ACCLAIMED
HyM19 - 48⁄19380 was observed to be trotting lame on right fore due to shoulder sprain. As such the
gelding has been permitted to be withdrawn.
AMBITIOUS APPROACH
Hy19-20 - 812⁄19639 planted and lost about a distance
THAT’S MY CLASS
Hy19-20 - 2511⁄19392 was reluctant to be stalled inspite of several attempts, as such the gelding has
been permitted to be withdrawn.
TOOTSIE ROLL
Hy19-20 - 212⁄19546 met interference soon after the start. 191⁄201387 met interference at about
1200mts.
AGNI
Hy19-20 - 2511⁄19422 Jockey reported loss of whip at the Winning post. 271⁄201463 The right shoe got
loose during the running of the race.
STARLIGHT
HyM19 - 1410⁄191784 met interference soon after the start. Hy19-20 - 2511⁄19398 after passing the
winning post dislodged the rider. 131⁄2012811 was forced to be checked and drop back soon after the start whilst racing on the rails due
to crowding of the runners.

7th Race The Nagarjuna Sagar Cup

2312⁄19942

Cl-III, 40-65

ARTISTRYY

Hy19-20 -

BUTTONWOOD

HyM19 - 89⁄191013 was observed to be trotting short on both fores.

2000 Mts.

Jockey reported that his mount was hanging out throughout the race.

GAZEBO
HyM19 - 2710⁄191994 severe interference approaching the final 300 mtrs. Hy19-20 - 1711⁄19224 Jockey
reported that his instructions were to sit close with front runners and do his best in the straight, which he tried to follow until entering the
straight thereafter when asked for an effort the gelding did not raise a winning gallop inspite of his best efforts. 51⁄201106 met interference
at about the 400 mtrs.
ALLISTON
HyM19 - 2710⁄191966 App was fined for shifting in soon after the start.
KESARIYA BALAM
Hy17-18 - 1012⁄17640 Met interference about the 800 metres. Hy18-19 - 2312⁄18860 was observed to
be trotting lame on right fore due to shoulder sprain, as such the gelding has been permitted to be withdrawn on Veterinary grounds.
LANCASHIRE
HyM19 - 1410⁄1917913 jumped out slowly losing about 5 or 6 lengths. Hy19-20 - 1711⁄19(22) Jockey was
fined for dropping his hands much before passing the winning post. 812⁄19616 jumped out slowly losing about 1 or 2 lengths. 2912⁄191009
jumped out slowly losing about a length.

Race The Eturnagaram Plate Div - II
8th
‘

Cl-IV, 20-45, 5 year olds and upward,
(NO WHIP RACE)

1200 Mts.

188⁄19650

NEW STATE
HyM19 was very fractious and reared up inside the stall resulting in the bridle of the mare
came off, as such the the mare has been permitted to be withdrawn. Hy19-20 - 2312⁄19958 reared up as the start was effected thereby
losing about a distance.
HUMAN TOUCH
Hy19-20 - 912⁄19693 met interference at about the 800 mtrs. 61⁄2012210 Jockey reported that his mount
lost hind action as the start was effected in the process lost considerable ground.
ROYAL DYNAMITE
Hy19-20 - 812⁄19605 jumped out slowly losing about 1 or 2 lengths. 271⁄201439 slow out and lost about
1 length.
HUMAAGHAR
Hy19-20 - 311⁄1936 Jockey reported loss of whip at about the 300 mtrs.
BRUSH THE SKY
HyM19 - 58⁄19476 met interference soon after the start. 89⁄191023 App. was cautioned for traveling
wide in the straight for no apparent reason.
ON THE FIRE
HyM19 - 89⁄191027 sustained clipped injury over right hind.
LATEST NEWS
Hy19-20 - 112⁄19469 Jockey reported that his mount jumped out slowly and thereafter did not raise a
fluent gallop throughout the race inspite of his best efforts and has sharp molars on both sides. 912⁄19665 jumped out slowly losing about
1 or 2 lengths. 2312⁄19969 met interference at about the 1000 mtrs.
VALLEE IKON
Hy19-20 - 1711⁄19209 App was severely reprimanded for travelling wide until entering the straight for
no apparent reason.
PATRON SAINT
Hy19-20 - 1612⁄19763 App was fined for shifting out in the straight under use of whip for no apparent
reason.

STARBOY
Hy18-19 - 212⁄18400 was fractious whilst being loaded, got loose and hit the railing and sustained deep
bleeding cut injuries over left fore outer fetlock and point of elbow, as such the gelding was permitted to be withdrawn. 23⁄192320 Jockey
suspend for unsatisfactory riding.
BOMBASTIC
Hy19-20 - 2212⁄19835 Jockey reported that his mount did not raise a fluent gallop throughout the race.
271⁄201414 met interference in the last 300 mtrs.

9th Race The Sir Bruce Plate

Cl-V, Upto 25, which have not won a race since
1st July 2019

1400 Mts.

JO MALONE
HyM19 - 2710⁄191997 severe interference approaching the final 300 mtrs. Hy19-20 - 1612⁄19744 Jockey
was severely reprimanded to be more vigorous in his efforts in the initial stages of the race to be well up with the field. 2212⁄19863 App
reported that his mount was hanging in, in the straight more so under pressure inspite of his best efforts. 61⁄201163 took an awkward
jump in the process lost about 1 or 2 length. slow out.
LET IT BE ME
HyM19 - 2710⁄191955 lost its left hind shoe during the running of the race. Hy19-20 - 912⁄19662 App
reported that his mount was tending to run out in the final stages of the race more so under pressure. 3012⁄191047 met interference 50
metres after the start. 131⁄201234 has bled.
YOGYA
HyM19 - 128⁄19567 App reported that his mount was hanging in, in the process scrapped running rails
on more than one occasion in the straight inspite of his best efforts. 139⁄191186 filly sustained cut injuries over the left hind.
A HUNDRED ECHOES
Hy18-19 - 23⁄1922612 Jockey reported that his mount was running green throughout the race. HyM19
- 297⁄192611 App. reported that his mount ran green throughout the race in the process dropped back in the initial stages of the race
inspite of his best efforts. 118⁄19508 Jockey was cautioned for traveling wide from about the 800 mtrs until entering the straight .
DANCE ALL NIGHT
Hy19-20 - 3012⁄1910612 met interference at around 700 meters and bumped soon after the start. and
was observed to have lost its left fore shoe during running of the race. 271⁄201457 App. was cautioned for failing to maintain a straight
course soon after the start. and met interference at about the 900 mtrs.
SPEED WARRIOR
HyM19 - 2110⁄191910 was very fractious and was rearing up continuously inside the stall, as such the
mare has been permitted to be withdrawn.
ASGARD
Hy17-18 - 3112⁄1710411 Jockey was cautioned for failing to position his mount well up with the front
runners in the initial stages of the race. Hy18-19 - 1911⁄18200 brushed out from the front gate and ran the course riderless. At the request
of Trainer, the gelding was permitted to be withdrawn. 312⁄185311 trailed the field throughout the race. the gelding was trotting lame on
left fore due to shoulder sprain.
BRAVE SYERA
Hy19-20 - 191⁄201329 was jumped out slowly losing about 3 or 4 lengths. and Jockey reported loss of
whip in the final 50 mtrs of the race.
TOP SPRINT
HyM19 - 128⁄19568 met interference at the start & was observed to be trotting lame on left fore due to
10
shoulder sprain after the race. 27 ⁄192019 was trotting short on both fore. Hy19-20 - 271⁄201450 planted and took no practical part in
the race.
ALL STAR GENERAL
Hy19-20 - 271⁄201452 Jockey reported that his mount was hesitant to take the gap on the rails, as
such he shifted out at about the 200 mtrs to make his final move was not accepted and the Jockey was reprimanded for shifting out 4
to 5 horses wide in the final 200 mtrs for no apparent reason.
LONDON BRIDGE
HyM19 - 1610⁄191858 met interference at about the 700 mtrs.
GOLDEN ADARA
HyM19 - 810⁄191676 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging out throughout the race. 2710⁄191958
App reported that his mount was tending to run out in the straight more so under pressure inspite of his best efforts. Hy19-20 - 1711⁄19206
Jockey reported that his mount was tending to run out throughout the race. 2212⁄19838 App reported that his mount was tending to run
out for greater part of the race inspite of his best efforts.
EKAM
HyM19 - 309⁄191476 revealed sharp molaras on both sides.

